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Watts [23], Laudal [12], Oberst [19], Andre [ 11, and more recently Quillen [20], 
have asserted that the derived functors of colimit of an appropriate diagram define a 
homology theory for %‘at, the category of small categories, with arbitrary coefficients. 
In this paper, we develop a variation of the Eilenberg-Steenrod-Milnor axioms 
([3], [17]) for such homology theories, give a constructive definition of these 
homology theories, and show, up to natural isomorphism, that such theories are 
uniquely determined by their coefficient system. 
In [Ill], the hornotopic (as different from homotopy; see Section 3) category of 
the functor category ,X of (semi-) simplicial sets was shown to be equivalent to the 
“corresponding” homotopic category of %zt, by constructing a. weak homotopy 
(WH) inverse RX-, %‘ut of the nerve functor N: %‘ut --j X. This was done by 
defining natural transformations 
such that the morphisms corresponding to each object are equivalences in the 
respective homotopic categories. This enabled us to use the uniqueness of homology 
in X, developed by Milnor 1171, to demonstrate the uniqueness of homology for %at 
with constant coefficients. 
A homology theory for Vat with arbitrary coefficients is defined by a functor 
a category of pairs of the comma category Sat 1 of smali categories ovef a 
fixed small category to the c(ategory of graded abbelian groups. The homolo;gy 
theory is then determined uniquely by a coefhcient functor 
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is the trivial one pointed category, %%at J = Wat, and the homology is just 
the homology for Sat with constant coefficients. 
Tie definition of weak homotopy equivalence (WHE) is extended to the cor- 
responding fibred categories; and the fibred homotopic ategory of xi N 
to be equivalent to the fibred homotopic ategory of Sat 4 , by extending the natural 
transformations 7” and 7’ to weak fibred homotopy e ivalences (WFHE). This 
enables us to use the uniqueness of homology fn XJ with varying coefficients 
developed by Chen [2], to prove the uniquenesn ofhomology for Vat4 
The paper is organized as follows. In Siection f?, we develop the notion of a b-fibre 
as a pullback in x, and indicate why general pullback functors are bicontinuous 
(preserve limits and colimits). The strong homotopy and weak homotopy relations 
for %‘at and X are extended to corresponding fibred relations for Sat 4 B and X 4 B in 
Section 3. Also in Section 3, we prove a technical lemma (Lemma 3.8), using a fibred 
gluing lemma (Lemma 3.7), which builds naturally global weak fibre homotopy 
equivalences from weak homotopy equivalences on each of the fibres. In Section 4, 
we review the construction of$ and #‘, and use the technical lemma (Lemma 3.8) to 
show that they induce weak fibre homotopy equivalences. Section 5 contains an 
argument showing that the unique homology theories commute with a larger 
home topy relation in Z&B: If (H, a) is a homology theory for PJ B, then the image 
under JY of a weak fibre homotopy equivalence isan isomorphism in &bz. 
In Section 6, we completely define and describe homology for S’at JB with 
arbitrary coefficients. The axioms, which are similar to those for Xi NB, are stated 
first. The definition of homology (H, a) for Vat 4 is given in terms of homology for 
, and then (H9 a) is shown to satisfy the axioms for homology in Wat$B. 
Furthermore, the well-known connection between such homology theories and 
derived functors of colimi of an appropriate diagram is detailed (see [181, [21], [ 191, 
[II, etc.). Lastly, by demo strating that a homology Vat&B generates naturally a 
homology theory for X homology for Vat with arbitrary coefficients i
shown to be unique. 
aries 
The reader is referred to Sections 2 and 3 of [l I] for the details that define and 
describe the category % of simplicial sets and the following functors: 
nerve N : Wat -+ X, category of simplicee r : Yf --) Sat, categorical realization 
c : X -+ Vat, subdivision Nr : X + x and Milnor geometric realization I-1 : X + Fop 
[16]. Also, the notation used in the present paper is the same as that employed in 
WI 
For each fixed simplicial set B, let X & B denote the comma category of simplicial 
I, 61: an object of x$ B is a pair (X, 4) where X E ob x and 
n X; a morphism f: #)isamapf: + yin Xs;uch that 
are just colimits in $K map ed “nqturally" into 
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Suppose f: B’ + B is a simplicial map. Let f * : X&B’ --3 XJB denote the functor 
composition with k i.e. f*;(X’, 4’) = (X’, f 0 4’). It h.as a right adjoint, P( fj::?JB + 
YliB’, called pullback alongf. For each (X, 4) in YC@, Pf (X)( 
u 
X’-x 
I I 4’ 4J f (1) 
B’ - +B 
is a pullback diagram in Z’. Thus P(f) preserves all limits, products, and. equalizers. In 
addition, because X = [a”“, 91 is a locally Cartesian closed category [4], P(f) has a 
right adjoint as well; and hence, it commutes with colimits. 
Lemma 2.1. For each f: B’ --) B, the pullback along f, Pw : X.j, B - X 1 B’ is 
bicontinuous, i.e. P(f) commutes with both limits and colimits. 
Because of the extensive use of this pullback construction for specific type!s of maps 
f : B’ + B, we include a catalogue of notation. If 6 : A [k] + B is the representing 
map for b E Bk, then P&(X, 4) = A (b, 4) denotes the b-fibre of (x, 4). Sinmilarly, if 
d [k] is the boundary subsimplicial set of A [k] [6; II, 31, then P(@d[k]) = A (b, 4) is 
the boundary of the b-fibre. Let Sk’B denote the r-skeleton of B, the subsimplicial set 
of B generated by simplices of dimension at most r, and ur : Sk’B -+ B be the 
inclusion map. Then P(u’)(X, q5) = (X*, 4). Because B = colim, Sk' B, and for every 
r~0,P(ur)(X,q5)~P(q5)(Sk’B,u’),{(Xr,#))r~O} is a directed filtration of (X,, 4) 
in Yt3.B; i.e. 
(X, 4) = colim,(X’, 4). (2) 
Remark 2.2. In general, X’ and Sk’X, the r-skeleton of X, are not the same 
simplicial set. The difference comes from the fact that X’ is generated by all those 
simplices of X which map under 4 to nondegenerate r-simplices of B, while Sk’X is 
generated by the nondegenerate r-simplices of X and Sk’-’ X (see (19)). It is 
possible that X’ may contain higher dimensional nondegenerate simplices of X. 
A variant of the above construction will be used in Theorem 3.9. 1For each 
f:B’+B,let 
a’(f):XJB+x (3) 
be defined by the composition of Pu) : Xi B + XJB’ with the forgetful functor 
U :X$ B’ 4 X, where U(X’, 4’) =X’. Then for each m : (B, f) -+ (C, g) ir. .Rr& B, it 
follows from the universality of the definition of pullback, that there exists a natural 
transformation 
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Since colimits in sU& B’ are colimits in x naturally mapped to B’, ?(f) : xi B + X 
preserves colimits. Furthermore P(n also commutes with inclusions. 
%‘utJB denotes the analogous comma category, for each f&d small category B. 
As in the case for xi B, colimits in %zt & B can be considered as colimits in vat 
“naturally” mapped to B. Each functor can be extended to a functor between 
corresponding comma categories. For example, N : Vkt 4 B -+ YY 4 NB is defined by 
N(C, @) = (NC, N@), (5) 
for each (C, @) in WatiB. In a natural way, the proofs of the properties of these 
functors in the absolute case, given in [ll], can be extended to show that the 
analogous properties hold for functors between comima categories. For complete- 
ness, the following lemmas are listed. 
Lemms 2.3. T:x@ + Vat &rB commutes with pullbacks; and hence 
r : Xi B --) %a t& rB presemes bicartesian squares and inclusions. 
Lemma 2.4. Nl’ : X J B ~4 X $ NrB commutes with colimits. 
3. Homotopg for Xi B and %ut & B 
Strong homotopy (SH) in X is the equivalence r lation generated as follows [lS]. 
Let the inclusicqz ui : X -3 X x A [ l] correspond to the simplicial maps 
lxN(S’):X~~A[O]-+XxA[l], i=O, 1. 
If fi g E x(X, Y), f - g iff there is a simplicial map h :X x A[11 + Y such that 
hvl=f and houo= g. In 16; IV, 13, Gabriel and Zizman showed that the strong 
hoxnotopy equivalence r lation could be described so that symmetry and transitivity 
were “naturally” included in the following manner: Let W be the smali category 
whose set of objects is {ok 1 k 2 0}, and whose nonidentity morphisms are 
barn : P2m --j P2m-19 m 21. 
is a small category having no nontrivial compositions. It can be pictured as an 
infinite “zi&zag.” Let E& : [0] ---) W denote the injection with E’(O) = pko Then 
) corresponds to the “simplicial half-line” since 1 WI = IN(W)1 = R+. f and 
g in x(X, Y) are strongly homotopic (SH), f - g, iff there exists h :X x W --) Y and 
positive integers m 6 MI (or n s m) such that 
ho& = f, ksm (orkam) 
g, kan (orksn), 
is the inclusion corresponding to 1 x N(E k, : X x 
ISZ sa!doayl rC801ouroy puv amapxyba Adolouroy paAq$ v 
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If h:(XxW,&P)+(Y,J/) is a SFH between f,ge 
T’c & B ((X, #), ; Y, #)) in X 4 B, then for each b E B, the corresponding simplicial map of 
b-fibres 
h(b) : A (h 4 VI + A (h $1 
is a homotopy in X between f(b), g(b) E x(A(b, +), A (b, +)). Furthermore, if 
m:(X,(6)-*(Y,~)isaSFHEin~~B,thenm:(X,~)--,(Y,~)isaWFHEin~~B. 
The first part of the lemma follows immediately from the fact that the 
k functor P(6) : Xi B --, X & A [k] commutes with products. The second from 
the first part and from the fact that the Milnor geometric realization functor 
preserves homotopies. q 
. The converse of Lemma 3.3 is not true, because I- I: %/, B + Top 4 IBI 
is not full even on the corresponding homotopy categories. 
The next lemma follows from the gluing lemma, Lemma 3.1, and the definition of 
WFHE. 
emma 3.5. If m : (X, 4) --, (Y, $) is a WFHE, then for each b E B, 
is a WHE in X. 
The above lemma is a key step in “building” WHE (see [ 11, Appendix 
I]). However, the next lemma ensures that the “gluing” can be accomplished so that 
the complete fibre structure be preserved. 
.7 (Fibred Gluing Lemma). Let f be a map of pushouts in x&B, i.e. the 
diagram 
commutes with each square a pushout and with X -+ Y and X’ + Y’ inclusions. If the 
corresponding simplicial maps fx, fy, fi are WFHE in x&B, then f : (P, 4) + (P’, #) is 
a 
Since the pullback functor, [k] is continuous (by Lemma 
ecause fx, fy, f2 are 
the maps of fibres fx(b), fu(b), f=(b) are all ermore, since pushouts 
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in X i A [k] are also pushouts in X, the hypotheses of the gluing lemma, Lemma 3.1, 
(b, 4) --3 A(b, $), th e pushout B-fibres, 
(P, 4) --, (P’, #) is a 
The following lemma is technical; however, it will be applied easily in a number of 
situations: to compare WFHE in Xi ,!? with WHE in X, to develop generalized 
subdivisions for X&B, and to show the equivalence between the homotopic ate- 
gories in X&N 
Lemma3.8. Lets, T:xJB-*%i ’ be functors which preserve inclusions, pushouts, 
and sequential colimits. Furthermore, suppose m : S 4 T is a natural transformation 
such that for any representable c^ : A [k] + B 
m(E):S(A[k], c^)+ T(A[k], c^) 
is a WFHE in Xi B’. Then for any d : D + B, 
m(d) : S(D, d) + T(D, d) 
is a WFHE in x&B’. 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the fibred gluing lemma, Lemma 3.7, 
using an argument similar to the one appearing in (11; Appendix I]. Cl 
Theorem3.9. Ifm:(X,~)+(Y,Jjr)isaWFHElinX~B,,thenm:X+ Yisa WHE 
in X. 
Proof. By (3), there exist functors 
&5j,P(#):~JB+~~A[O]-X 
which preserve inclusions, pushouts, and sequential colimits. From (4) and the fact 
that m is a WFHE, there is a natural transformation 
v7i : P(& 4 P(#) 
such that for each 6 : A[k] + B 
fi(b)=m(b):A(b, &+A(b, +) 
is ip WHE in X, or a WFHE in XJ A[O]. Thus ti : r’(4) A F#) satisfies the 
hypotheses of Lemma 3.8 with B’ = A[O], and the result follows. 0 
emark 3.10. The converse of Theorem 3.9 is not true, i.e. m : X + Y a WHE in X 
does not necessarily imply that m : (X, 4) -9 (Y, #) is a WFHE in X&B. 
). Each natural transformation o : F 4 C corresponds to 
such t’/;lat cSo(l x 6’) =F an8 Go(l xSO) = G. Because 
ee [ 131 was able to show that F+l 
whenever such a natural transformation exists. Furthermore, since 
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fully faithful, NF - NG in x implies the existence of a functor 6 : C X [l] + 
thus the existence of a natural transformation  : F 4 G. Hence, the strong homotopy 
(SH) relation in %ut, i.e. symmetric transitive closure of natural transformation, 
corresponds via N to the SH relation in 3K 
As in the case of simplicial sets, INFl : INCl + IN 1 may be a HE in Top without 
being a SHE in %at (see [20]). The co spending komotopic ategory 
efined to reflect the expanded weak homotopy relation in x: F, GE 
are wieukly homotopic (WH) iff NF and NG are equal in 3& or 
equivalently, iff INFl and 1~~1 are homotopic in Fop. 
The extension of these definitions of homotopy to the comma category Sat ,/, B is 
motivated by the desire that N : %at &B + %‘&NB preserve both the SFH relation 
and the WFHE definition: F, G : (C, @) -+ (D, V) are SFH in Sat i B ifi there exist an 
H:(Cx , @oP) + (D, ?P) and integers m s n (or n s m) such that 
Ho(lx~~)= 
F, ksrn (orkam) 
G, kan (orksn) 
where P : -+ C is the projection functor. Hence F and G are SFH in Sat&B iff 
NF and NG are SFH in Xl NB. Similarly M: (C, @) --) (D, P) is defined to be a 
WFHE in %‘ut LB iff NM: (NC, N@) + (ND, N#) is a WFHE in Xi NB. 
inverse for the functor nerve 
In [ll], the functor r: X + 92zt was shown to be a WH inverse for the functor 
lV : %at + X, i.e. natural transformations 
were given so that q”(X) : Nr(X) -3 X and q’(C) : rNC + C, for each simplicial set 
X and small category C, are WHE in the respective homotopic ategories. After a 
brief review of this process, asimilar theorem for the fibred categories i given in this 
section. 
The two functors y: + %‘ut and c : A + Vat are related by a natural transh 
formation “first”, 
7j:yiL; (6) 
i.e. for each k 20, qk : r([k]) + h([k]) is the functor defined by VJ~(CU : [p] --) [k]) = 
cy (0) E [k]. Composition with “first” gives a natural transformation between singular 
functors 
The universality of adjoint functors [14; IV, 71, ensures the existence of a natural 
transformation between corresponding left adjoints 
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Next, composition on the right with N yields the natural transformation 
$=q20N:rN-+N=ldV,l. (7) 
Similarly, composition on the left with N and on the right with the Yoneda 
representing functor R : -+ Yt gives the natural transformation 
r/+NoqpR:NrRiNcR-R, 
since NcR[k] = NcN[k] = N[k] = R[k] by (2) of [ 111. Lastly, because NT pre:;erves 
colimits, 773 is a natural transformation between representing functors, and each 
simplicial set is a colimit of representables; q3 extends to a natural transformation 
In additi’on, from the uniqueness of q” and the fact that cN = ldza,, 
N(q’(C)) = $(NC) : NrNC --, NC, (9 
for each small category C. Whenever the context is clear, we denote both $ and $ 
simply by q. For example, since 
r(A[k])=rN([k])-(A~[k])oP=y[k] 
by Lemma A of [ 111, 
77([kl)=qk:(A~[kl)OP_*[kl 
for every k 2 0. More generally, q(B) : rNB - B, is defined by 
01 Pk q(B)((bo + bl + i . l _c_, bd, Ckl) = bo 
on objects of PINB, and is given by 
q (B)(S’) =.bo -%B bl, 
q(B)@‘) = b. --!-+ bo, O<isk, 
q(B)(d) = b. --f-+ bo, OS&k 
on generating morphisms of rNB. 
Lemma 4.1. For each k 3 0 and each functor b : [k] ---, B, 
d-kl): ((aJJkDoP, dBM”b) + W, b) 
is an SFHE in Vat & 
Raoof. For each k 2 0, define the functor 
p W) l Lkl -+ ( 
(10) 
(11) 
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M ([k])(t)=$* 6’ l ~4”,:[k-t]~[k] 
t-l 
l So) (i) = i + t, denote fi([k])(t) by a(t). 
&.kl): (Ckl, M + (( 
. From the definitions, 
dl3lbwCkl) = 1: W, b) - (IN b). 
efine the SF 
)o~boP) --, (( 
(a, 1b~:[~14kl, 
(a,O)=a(a!(O)):[k-a(O)]*[k], 
H((l, +):(cy, O)--,(c, l))=(S(a):a(a!(O))+a) 
where S(cv.):[p]+ [k -a(O)] is given by S(a)(i) =cr(i)-a(O). Clearly, H is an SFH 
between g([k])org([k]) and Id. ence q([k]) is an SFHE. Cl 
. Although p([k]) : [k] + ( is defined for each k 2 0, p does not 
ne a natural transformation betwe ctors L and y. In particular, for each 
epimorphism L: : [k] + [m] in & E)~~OF ([k]). In contrast with 
-q : y A L, p cannot be extended to a natural transformation from Ida to PK 
y definition, 7 ([k-l) is iff lV(q([k])) is a SFHE in Xi N 
Nh (BIN = rl (A kl). ence, the next corollary follows from Lemma 4.1. 
isa S 
) -+ (ACkl, 6) 
E, i.e. 
is a 
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isaSF , and hence a 
are satisfied with =N 
by Lemma 3.3. Thus the hypotheses of 
‘, and the theorem follows. Cl 
The definition of 
following corollary. 
E in Vat& and formula (9) immediately imply the 
is a WFHE. 
In [2], Chen developed axioms for homology in YlJB with arbitrary coefhcients 
(called costacks), showed that such homology theor& exist, and then proved that 
these homology theories are unique up to natural isomorphism. For completeness, 
this section .includes a constructive definition of these unique homology theories. 
Lastly, the unique homology theories are shown to commute with the larger 
homotopy relation in Xi B : Let (H, a) be a homology theory. The image undier H of 
a WFHE is an isomorphism in dbz, the category of graded abelian groups,. 
Let A(Xi B) denote the category of admissible pairs in YcJ B : an object of 
A(X&B) is a triple (X, X’; (6) with X’ a subximplicial set of X and 4 :X + B; a 
morphism f : (X, X’; t,b) --) (Y, Y’; t$) is a simplicial map f : X-Y such that I$ of = 4 
and f(X’) 5 Y’. The pair (X; 4) is identified with the admissible pair (X, E; &, 
where E is the empty simplicial set. When there is no ambiguity, the inclusion map is 
omitted from the notation; e.g. (X’; 4) will denote (X’; 4 oi). 
A homology theory for X4 B is a pair (h, a), where h : A(x3.B) + dbz is a functor 
and 8 is a natural transformation of degree -1, i.e. 
a, : h,(X, X’; 4) ---, h&X’; 4). 
These satisfy a variation of the Eilenberg-Steenrod-Milnor axioms which can be 
found in [2]. However, for Chen’s uniqueness theorem (Thbeorem 5.1) to hold., the 
Dimension Axiom of [a] needs to be modified by requiring: 
For every nondegenerate x E Xk with 4x =: b, let A(x) denote subsimplicial set 
generated by x and d (x) denote the corresponding subsimplicial set generated by the 
boundaries of x. The representable map 
Ck]; b^) --j (A (4, 
induces a corresponding isomorphism of graded homology groups. 
&b is called a (costack whenever 
r eat e~eracy 
(o’b, [k + 11) is an isomor 
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A(%iB), consider the short exact sequence 
O+A(X’;&r-A(X;&+A(X,X’;&-+O 
in the functor category [TX, J&I, where 
A(X;&=AoI+:fX+&b; 
A(X’; #) : IX + &b is given by 
A(&, ND, 
AW’; #)k WI) = IO if x E Xi, 
3 if x&XL; 
(13) 
(14) 
(1% 
T is the inclusion in [ITX, &b]; and A(X, X’; 4) is coker( r) in [rX, &b]. Hence 
A(X, X’; 4) is defined by the dual formula 
(16) 
Let C((X, X’; d), A) denote the chain complex,of abelian groups given by: 
Is;c((x x’; &, A) = @ A(X, x’; d(x, IN) 
xc& 
with boundary 
dk : c&((x, x’; (6), A) + cli(-I((x, x’; d), A) 
given by the usual alternating sum of the face maps. Defining C in the evident way on 
simplicial maps of A (X J B), 
C : A(STi B) -+ %(&b) 
is a functor from A(% & B) to the category of chain complexes of abelian groups. Let 
H : %7(&b) + &bz be the stand homology functor [ 14; WII, 41 and let H also denote 
the composition H 0 C; i.e., 
In [2], Chen showed that (H, a) is the unique homology theory for Xi B defined by 
A: + &b. 
(Chen). (A) (Existence). If A : I’B + &b is a costack and if (H, a) is the 
homology theory for Xi B defined by A : IB + &b, then (H, a) satisfies the axioms for 
a homology theory for X&B. 
(Uniqueness). If (h, a) is a homology theory for x& B with coefficient costack 
-+ &b defined by the imension Axiom, then (h, a) is naturally isomorphic to 
i.e., 
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. If B = A [0], the terminal object of X, then xJ,B is equivalent to 3iC. In 
this case, (H, a) is the unique homology for X with constant coefficients defined by 
Milnor [17]; i.e., N(X, ‘; #), A) = H((X, 
A costack L:lYB + &b is called a locerl coefficient system olrt B with 
values in whenever the image L(p) of any p : (6, [k]) ---, (pb, [h]) in ITB is 
invertible. Then the homology theory for Xi B defined by L : I’B ---, &‘b is the usual 
homology theory for X$B with local coefficient system L (see [6; Appendix II], 
Lm 
In [6; Appendix II, 11, Gabriel and Zisman outlined a proof of the fact that the 
WHE Axiom and the SH Axiom are equivalent when the defining costack is constant 
or equivalently, when B = A[O]. In this section, we also show that a more general 
homotopy axiom holds for homology (h, a) in PQ B. 
(iii)’ Weak Fibre Homotopy Equivalence Axiom (WFHE Axtom). If 
m :(X, X’; 4) + (Y, Y’; #) is a WFHE in A(XJB); i.e., m and m/X’ are both 
WFHEinX&B,then hm:h(X,X’;& =\ h ( Y, Y’; #) is an isomorphism in &bz. 
Theorem 5.4. Suppose A : ITB + &b is a costack. If (H, a) is the homology theory for 
Xj, B defined by A, then the WFHE Axiom holds for (H, a). 
Proof. Let m : (X, X’; 4) + (Y, Y’; (II) be a WFHE in A(Xi B). From the IExactness 
Axiom and the Five Lemma [14; VII, 41, it suffices to prove that t e image Hm of a 
WFHE, in the absolute case, is an isomorphism; i.e., 
Hm : H((X; &), A) A H(( Y; #), A). 
From the definition of the b-fibre A (b, 4) and its boundary d (b, &, 
A@@, 61, A@, 4); 4):Wb, 4)+-i% 
is a relatively constant functor with value A(b). The definition of WFHE and Lemma 
3.5 insure that 
mlA(h 4): (A@, 41, A@, 4)) + (A(b, $1, A@, 9)) 
is a WHE in A(x). Hence the WHE Axiom appliey, and 
Hh/ A Ib, 4)) : WA (b, 41, A (b, 4); 4), A) :+ 
L H((A (b, $h A (b, @; &, A’) (l@ 
is an isomorphism of graded abelian g:roups. 
he r-skeleton of ), can be described by the bicartesiain square 
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(19) 
where : is the set of nondegenerate r-simplices of B (see [6; II, 31). Applying p(4) 
(see (3)) to diagram (19) yields the bicartesi 
ecause (20) satisfies the hypotheses of the Strong Additivity Axiom [2; p. IlO] 
0H(ub):BRH((A(6,~),d(b,d);~),A)~H((Xr,Xr-’;~),A) (21) 
is an isomorphism of db’. Similarly, pulling back sllong q+ : Y -+ B, yields the 
isomorphism 
(ud :8 H((A @, CCI), ‘4 (h 9); (Irh Al 2 WY’, Y’-‘; #I, A). (22) 
ecause the direct sum of isomorphisms i an isomorphism in dbz, an iso- 
morphism of type (lg), in conjunction with (21) and (22), ensure ’ 
‘-l; 41, A) “, H(( Y: Y-l; t,b), A) (23) 
is also an isomorphism. A standard inductive argument using the Five Lemma and 
xactness Axiom (see [3]) yields the absolute isomorphism: 
) 2 HW’; #I, AL (24) 
Lastly, since ( a) commutes with the exact directed colimit functor, (2) ensures that 
the isomorphisms (24) extend to 
and the theorem follows. Cl 
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. The theorem follows from the functoriality of h : Xi * &b” and the fact 
that the projection p : 
argument parallels the well-known one due to Eilenberg and Steenrod [3; p. 121. 0 
In this section, we completely define and describe homology for 
arbitrary coefficients. The axioms, which are similar to those for x&N 
first. The definition of homology (H, a) for U=at./, is given in terms of homology for 
and then (H, a) is shown to satisfy the axioms for homology in %at& 
more, the well known connection between quch homology thories an 
derived functors of colimit of an appropriate diagram is detailed (see [21,18,12,23, 
1, 6; 191). Lastly, by demonstratklg that a homology theory for %ati 
naturally a homology theory for 5V&N , homolcgy for %atJ with alrbitrary 
coefficients is shown to be unique. 
A subcategory C’ of the small category C is admissible if all morphisms of 
domain in C’ are in C’. Such a C’ is necessarily a full subcategory of C. In particular, 
when P is the category of a poset, an admissible subcategory corresponds to a 
subposet which is the union of “terminal” segments of P. If G is a group, then the 
only admissible subcategories of G are the empty category E or G irself. The 
definition of l? 31% + Vat guarantees that if X’ is a subsimplicial set of X in K, then 
rX’ is an admissible subcategory of rX in Sat. 
Let A(%at$B) denote the category of admissible pairs in %at& : an object is a 
triple (C, C’; @) with C’ admissible in C and C-B; a ml 
F: (C, C’; a) + (D, D’; p) is a functor F: (C, @) ---) , ?P) in %atJ 
F/C’: C’+D’. (C, @) in WatiB is identified with (C, E; @) = (C; 45) in A( 
When there is little ambiguity, the inclusion functor is omitted from the notation; e.g. 
(C’; @) will denote (C’; QzoI). 
A homology theory for %atJB is a pair (k, a>, where h : A(%atiB) + &bz is a 
functor and a is a natural transformation of degree -1; i.e. 
a* : h*(C, C’; 0) + h,-I(C’;@). 
These satisfy the following variation of the standard Eilenberg-Steenrod-Milnor 
axioms ([3], [17]). 
(i) Exactness Axiom. For each admissible pair ( ‘; @) with inclusion functors 
I : (C’; 0) + (G; @) and J : (C; @) + (C, C’; @), there exists 3 long exact sequence of 
abelian groups 
l -hq( 
(ii) Excision Axiom. If 
inclusion functor in A(%a 
2 are admissible in and 
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induces the corresponding isomorphism of graded homology groups; where C1 n C, 
and C1 n C, are the subcategories of C making the following square bicartesian i  
(iii) Weak ’ Fibre Homotopy Equivalence Altiom (WFHE Axiom). If 
M:(C, C’; ‘; !P) is a WFHE in A(%at&B) i.e. 
NM: (NC, NC’; NcP) --j (ND, ND’; NW 
is a WFHE in A(X$NB), then 
hM:h(C,C’;@)--3h( 
is an isomorphism of graded abelian groups. 
(iv) Milnor Additivity Axiom. Let {(C,, C&; @*)} be a collection of admissible pairs 
in %atiB; then the inclusion functors {Ua : C, + Li C,} induce the isomorphism 
@ hU,zx :@h(C,, Ch; @a) 2 h(U C,, U C&; U &) 
in &b”. 
The Dimension Axiom below is defined to reflect the Dimension Axiom for 
(v) Dimension Axiom. Assume (X, X’; (6) is an admissible pair in X&NB. 
{a) For every nondegenerate x E Xk with 4x = b, the representable map 
2 :(A[k], d[k]; 6) + (A(x), d(x); 4) 
induces the natural isomorphism 
W-W : W"Ck1, rd[kl; q( )Om =c\ wwx), rd(x), q(B)o@). 
(b) For each b E Bk, h,(rA [k], .rd [k]; q( )ol$) = 0, whenever r # k. 
(c) Normalization Requirement: Becau .r : X e vat preserves bicartesian 
squares (Lemma 2.3), the image of the bicartesian square [6; IV, 21 
d[k - I! c-3 A[k-1) 
r 
I 1 
fNd) 
A’[k] c----- WI 
is bicartesian i  %at$ xcision Axiom ensures that, for each b E (N 
(26) 
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is an isomorphism. The Exactness Axiom in conjunction with isomorphism (26) 
yields the commutative diagram 
hdrA[k], d[k]; q( )d%) a, hdr.[k]; q( 
I rrj)k-1 
h,-,Wi[k], r’.‘[k]; q( 
I 
ak-i 
hdrA[k - 13, Td[k - I]; q(~)~ra& 
with i: (A[k - 11; 6) -+ (&k], A’[k]; 6) the inclusion map, CY~-~ =(hk_&-’ and 
F’(b) = - ak-~h&rj)o&. The normalization requirement is that whenever b E & is 
degenerate, 
F’(b): h,#‘A[k], l-Y&k]; q(B)oI%) --j h&rA[k - 11, l-Y&k - l] or&~) 
(28) 
be an isomorphism. 
Definie the coefficient system A : rNB 4 J&J for (h, d) as follows. For each object 
(b, [kl) of rNB, 
A(b, [k+ h#A[k], l-‘&k]; v(B)&). (29) 
The images of the generating morphisms of rNB, 
6’ : (b, [k]) + (Sib, [k - l]), vi : (b, [k]) --3 (a’b, [k + 11) 
are defined respectively by 
A(S’)=F’(b): h&A[k], lli[k]; I&) 
+ hkvl(rA[k - 11, rd[k - l]; ~(B)C&) 
A(d) = (F’(a’b))-’ : hk(rA[k], rd,[k]; T(B)oI%) 
(30) 
---) hk+l(TA[k + l],Ili[k -I- I]; q( 
Since S’o’b = b, the normalization requirement guarantees thal:’ F’(&b) is an iso- 
morphism, and hence that A(&) is well defined. 
For each costack A : rN + db, define H : A(%ut~ 
WC ‘; Q)), A) = H((N , NC’; N@), A), (31) 
) + db is the unique homology theory for Xi 
+ db (see (17)). 
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eorem 4.1 (Existence). If A : rN + db is a costack, then (H, a) given by (31) 
defines a homology theory for %at& 
It suffices to show that (H, a) satisfies the axioms for homology in Vati 
(i) The Exactness Axiom is direct consequence of the Exactness Axiom 
for H:A(Xj,N ) + db and the fact that N: Vat4 preserves 
inclusions. 
(ii) Similarly, the Excision Axiom follows from the Excision Axiom for 
) + .s&!P. Although, N : @‘atAB preserves all limits and hence 
intersections, it does not necessarily preserve unions. The requirement of admis- 
sibility guarantees that the image of the bicartesian square (25) is a bicartesian square 
in X&NB. Thus the Excision Axiom holds. 
(iii) The WFHE Axiom ’ an immediate corollary of Theorem 5.4. and the 
definition of WFHE in %ai-4 
(iv) .Mi’lnor Additiivity Axiom. Since N : A(C&at& )+ A(x&NB) commutes with 
disjoint union (coproducts in Vat&B), additivity follows from the corresponding 
additivity of H : A(X&NB) + db. 
(v) Dimension A,xiom. Assume (X, X’; 4) is an admissible pair in SVJNB. 
(a) For each representable map 
2 : l(A[k], 6[k]; 6) + (A(x), d(x); 4) 
of a nondegenerate x E Xk with 4(x) = b, it suffices to show, from the definition of 
(H, a) for %ati 
H(Nrx^) : H((NrA[k], Nrd[k]; q(NB)oNI$), A) 
2 H((Nrd(x), Mrd(x), q(NB)oN&), A) 
is an isomorphism in db’. Consider the commutative diagram in A(X&NB) 
(Nrd[k], Nl-ii[k]; q(N 
NI-IX 
) 0 Nl$) - (Nrb(x), Nrji(x); q(NB)o Nr+) 
stAlkI) I rl(A(x)) (32) 
(A[kl, &kl; 6) 
i 
--* (A(x), d(r); 4) 
Theorem 4.4, insures that 7 (A[k]) and 7(A (x)) are WFHE; and hence by Theorem 
are both isomorphisms in&bz. Since (H, a) is the 
mension Axiom and 
) is therefore alSO an iso- 
L 
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(b) For each b E Bk, 
q(A[k]):(Nrd[k], Nrd[k]; q(N )oNri) + (A[k], &,,:I; 6) 
is a WFHE by Corollary 4.3. Thus, as above, H(v (A [k])) induces an isomorphism of 
homology groups. The Dimension Axiom for (H, a) in X&N 
H,((N~Y[k], Nrd[k]; q(N )oN&),A)=O 
for r # k. Thus condition (b) holds for (H, a) in Sati 
(c) A similar argument to that of part (a), using both Theoren 4.4 and Theorem 
5.4, as well as diagrams of type (32), demonstrates that (H, a) in %t 1 
normalization requirement. 
Thus (H, 8) is a homology theory for %at & B. q 
Roos [2lJ Milnor [17], Nobeling [18], Watts [23], Andre [ 1::) Laudial ]:12], and 
Quillen [20] all have asserted that left derived functors of colimit define ,a h.omology 
theory for %‘at. The next corollary indicates the connection betwel,zn derived1 functors 
and some homology theories for Wat 4 B. 
Corollary 6.2. If the costack A : l?NB -+ db can be factored as 
lWB 
q(B) 
+B 
\ 
/ 
/ 
A /M 
J 
db 
for some M : B + &b, then 
H,((C, C’; @), A) = (L* colimc)M(C, C’; @), 
where M(C, C’; CD) : C + &b is given by 
M@(p), 
WC, C’s @)P = {o p& ob C’ 
9 pEobC’ 
Proof. The corollary follows from the fact that the chain complex used to determine 
homology is the colimit of a canonical coflabby resolution usedi to calculate the left 
derived functors of colimit. For details see [6; Appendix II, 3]$ [18] or [19]. Cl 
+ &b is a costack, then 
H,((C, C’; a), A) = (L* colimmrc)A(lYNC, lYNC’; I&@). 
y Corollary 4.5, 
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Axiom insure that 
). Since (H, a> is a homology theory for %at k 
H(q(C)):H((rNC, I*NC’; )orN@), A) L H ((C, C’; a), A) 
is an isomorphism. However, 
HWNC, rNC’; q( )OrN@), A) = HWNC, rNC’; rN@), Aoq(rN 
because the chain complexes, used to calculate homology in %at 4 B and Sat & rN 
respectively, are identical. By Corollary 6.2 
H((rNC, rNC’; rN@), A 0 q(lYNB)) = (L, colimrNc)A(rNC, rNC’; rN@) 
and the corollar!y follows. Cl 
Mot all costacks A : TNB + db can be factored through B, i.e. there 
may not exist a module M : + db such that A = Moq(B), For example, let B = Zzy 
considered as a small category: has one object p with morphism set B(p, p) = 
(1, ala*= 1). Then any module M: B + J&J can be described as a pair 
(G,a!:G++G), where G=M(p) and CY = M(a) is an automorphism of G. By 
definition of q(B):A”NB-,B (see (10) and (11)) 
bk 
-p-+*** 
- P>, W) = M(p) = G 
on all objects of IYN , and is given by 
))@‘)I= 1, for O<iSk, 
))(&)=l, for O<i<k 
on generating morphisms of rN . Thus none of the morphisms is 0 unless G = 0. Let 
a 
U4W(P--+P-f, l *Ap) 
denote the unique nondegenerate q-simplex and A((q)) be the subcomplex of NB 
generated by ((4)). Then 
9 A((q)); 1):rN 
--j & is the constant costack 
, dbl. Thus there exist more 
hose “generated” by modules M : 
(h: 8) by 
(Comparison). Let (h, a) be a homology theory for %at & 
(33) 
for each 
where A 
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(X,X’;&EA(~T~.N ). Then (6, a> is a homology theory for XJ, , and 
6(X, .X’; 4) = H(( (34) 
+ &b is the coefficient costack of (6, a). 
proof. It suffices to verify that (6, a) satisfies the axioms for homology in X&N 
Formula (34) follows immediately from the uniqueness of such homology theories 
(Theorem 5.1). Furthermore 
~Eho(r1(3))“or:~~NB-*~b, (35) 
where q(B)* : Vat &rhrB - %??a! & B is defined by composition with q( 
r:X&NB + %‘at$I”NB. 
(i) The Exactness Axiom is a direct consequence of the Exactness Axiom for (h, a) 
and that X’ a subsimplicial set of X ensures that rX’ is admissible in rX. 
(ii) Similarly the Excision Axiom follows from the Excision Axiom for (h, a). By 
Lemma 2.3, r : sif$ NB + %‘at JJNB preserves bicartesian squares. Because 
(q(B))*:%atJrNB + Vat 4 B has both left and right adjoints, it is bicontinuous; and 
hence, it also preserves bicartesian squares. Thus (~(B))*or : 5Vi NB ---) %?at i B 
preserves bicartesian squares and the Excision Axiom follows. 
(iii) SFH Axiom. From Theorem 5.5, it sufikes to verify that the WFHE Axiom 
holds for (6, a). Suppose m : (X,X’; 4) --, (Y, Y’; 11) is a WFHE in Q(X&NB). If 
rm : u-x rxt; q(B) 44) -+ (ry, ryt; q(B)Or$) 
is a WFHE in A(%at i B), then the WFHE Axiom for %ut & B ensures th:at he WFHE 
Axiom holds for x$ NB. By definition, rm is a WFHE in A(%at 4 B) iff Nrm is a 
WFHE in A(X$ NB). By Theorem 4.4, the natural transformation 17 :NrA Id 
yields the following commutative diagram 
(NfX, NrX’; q(NB)o Nri#~) & (NfY, NTY’; q(NB)4”J~+) 
I q(X) I q(Y) 
K X’; 4) 
m 
-- w, Y’; $1 
of A(X b NB), with three sides WFHE; and thus Nrm is also a WFHE in A(Xi N 
as required. 
lnor Additivity Axiom. Since (q( ))*dwwv 
tinuous, additivity follows from the carresponding additivity o 
(v) The Dime ion Axiom follows immediat.ely from th 
(h, a) for %at5_ ; the Dimension Axiom of (h, a) w:as defined so that this 
occurred. Cl 
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Theorem 6.6 (Uniqueness). If (h, t?) is a homology theory for %at &B with coefficient 
system A : lYNB + &b, then 
h*(C, C’; @) = H,((C, C’; Cp) = (L, colimr&A(rNC, rNC’; yplr,y) 
for every (C, C’, @) in A(%at & B), and these equivalences are natural. 
Proof. By Corollary 4.5 
q(C) : (TNC, rNC’; q(B)oI”N@) -+ (C, C’; @) 
is a WFHE in a (%at 4 B). Hence, the WFHE Axiom implies 
hMC)):W, c’; @) e h(rNC, ITNC’; q(B)orNQi), 
naturally. By the comparison theorem, Theorem 6.5, 
h(rNC, rNC’; q(B)orN@) = H((NC, NC’; N@), A), 
where A : rNB + SQb is the coefficient costack for (h o(q(B))*or, a). But the exis- 
tence theorem, Theorem 6.1, ensures 
H((NC, NC’; NO), A) s H((C, C’; @), A). 
* Corollary 6.3 yields the last equivalence. Cl 
Remark 6.7. It is well known (see [23, 19, 12, 181) that more general coefficient 
categories & for (h, a) can be chosen - any AB4 abelian category with enough 
projectives uffices. In this case, if 
-OrNc- : [(IYNC)“‘, &b] x [I-YNC, &] + & 
is a generalized tensor product, then the functors AZ&NC- and colimrNt;- from 
[rNC, &] to & are isomorphic; where AZ is the constant diagram of type (rNC)“’ 
with value Z. Thus their respective left derived functors, Torf;lNC(AZ, -) and 
L* colimrNe are isomorphic. Hence parallel definitions and arguments as those used 
in the case for &b, yield the corresponding uniqueness theorem, where 
H,((C, C’; @), A) = (L, co =&A(rNC, PW; q(B)orN@) 
-9 sfl is a coefhcient system. 
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